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ORDER 27

M. L. NARAYANA RAO AND K. KUPPUSWAMY RAO

Abstract. A flag transitive affine plane of order 27 is constructed. The

stabilizer of the origin of this plane contains a cyclic subgroup which is

transitive on the lines through the origin. It is also shown that this plane is

not isomorphic to the flag transitive plane constructed by Hering.

1. Let vt be a finite affine plane of order n. A collineation group G of tr is

defined to be flag transitive on tt if G is transitive on incident point-line pairs

or flags of tt. A. Wagner [13] has shown that m is a translation plane so that

n = pr for some prime p and for some integer r > 0. D. A. Foulser [4], [5] has

determined all flag transitive groups of finite affine planes. While determining

the flag transitive groups, Foulser remarks that the existence of non-Desargue-

sian flag transitive affine planes is still an open problem. However, Foulser

constructs two flag transitive planes of order 25 [4] and shows that his two

planes and the near field plane of order 9 have flag transitive collineation

groups. C. Hering [7] has constructed a plane of order 27 which has a flag

transitive collineation group. Recently, one of the authors [10], [11] has

constructed a flag transitive plane of order 49 and a class of flag transitive

planes of order q2 where q is power of a prime p > 3. The aim of this paper

is to construct a non-Desarguesian flag transitive plane of order 27 and

establish that this is different from the plane constructed by Hering [7].

2. Let F be the set of all ordered triples (a, b, c) over GF(3). Let C be a set

of 3 X 3 matrices over GF(3) satisfying:

(2.1) (i) C contains

/o  o  o\ /l   o  o\
I 0   0   0 J    and    I  0    1    0 J,
\0   0   0/ \0   0    1/

(ii) C contains 27 matrices,

(in) If M, N G C and M ¥= N, then \M - N\ ¥= 0, where 1*1 denotes
determinant of matrix X.

The conditions (2.1) imply that corresponding to each ordered triple (a,b,c)

in F, there is exactly one matrix of the form
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la    b    c\

V q r)
\x   y   zj

which will be denoted by M(a,b,c). We now define addition "+" and

multiplication "•" on F as follows.

(a,b,c) + (d,e,f) = (a + d,b + e,c +/),

(a,b,c) -(d,e,f) = (d,e,f)M(a,b,c)

where M(a, b, c) is the matrix in C corresponding to (a, b, c).

Theorem 2.1. The set F with operations + and • defined by (2.2) is a left

Veblen- Wedderburn system.

Proof. See [3, §5] or [2, §5].

3. We now construct a set C of matrices over GF(3) and show that C

satisfies conditions (2.1).

Let T = (g£)bea6x6 matrix over GF(3) where 0 is 3 X 3 zero matrix

and P,Q,R are 3 X 3 nonsingular matrices given by

/l    1    l\ /0   2    l\ /l    2    l\

P = { 0   2    l),    G = (o   0    l),    /? = I 0   0   2).

\2   2   0/ \l    2   0/ \2   0   2/
Let

/o   0   o\

M0 = ( 0    0   0 j.

\0    0   0/
Matrices Mt, 2 < / < 27, are inductively defined as

/,    1    0\

M2 = Q~lR=  [2    1    1    ,    Mk + X = Q~xMk~]P + M2,

(3-D \0    0   2/

2 < A: < 26.

An inspection of Table 3.1 shows that for each k, 3 < k < 26, M^..! is

nonsingular and, therefore, Af^. is defined for 3 < k < 27.

Lemma 3.1.    77ie set C = {Mt\i = 0, 2 < / < 27} satisfies the conditions

(2.1) a«d, hence, the corresponding F(+, ■) is a left Veblen-Wedderburn system.

Proof. An inspection of Table 3.1 shows that C contains the zero and the

unit matrices, the nonzero matrices of C are nonsingular and C consists of 27

matrices in all. Further, Q~] M21x P + Q~xR = A/0. From (3.1) we obtain

(3.2) \Mk+x-M2\ = \Q-x\\Mkx\\R\ #0

since Q, R and Mk are nonsingular for 2 < k < 26. Since A/0 is the 3 X 3 zero

matrix and Mk is nonsingular for 2 < k < 27,
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Table 3.1

i       Mt                       i        Mt i       Mi

0 0 0                            2 0 0 Oil

0000                     10     102 19     110
0 0 0                              12 1 12 2

110                              02 2 22 0

2211                      11222 20     200
002                              202 022

10 1                              2 12 2 11

3122                     12     020 21      112
0 10                              2 0 1 2 12

12 2                              0 12 2 2 1
4120                     13     201 22     210

2 22                              Oil 200

002                              100 120
5220                     14     010 23     202

12 0                              00 1 100

112                              2 10 12 1
6 0 2 1                       15      12 1 24      1 0 0

2 10                              0 2 0 111

0 10                              020 02 1
7 10 1                      16     0 2 2 25      1 1 1

0 2 1                               112 2 2 0

2 0 2                              0 0 1 111
8002                     17     012 26     001

110                              2 2 1 10 2

2 2 2                                2 0 1 102

9     0 11                       18      2 2 1 27     2 1 2

0 12                              10 1 2 11

(3.3) \Mk - M0\ * 0.

Let 1 < k < 26,  1 < j < 26, k # j. There is no loss of generality if we

assume k >/. From (3.1) we obtain

Mk+X - Mj+X = Q-xMkx(Mj - Mk)Mj~xR

which implies that

(3.4) \Mk + x - MJ + X | = ti(j,k)\Mj - Mk\

where n(j,k) = \Q~X | \Mkx | |A//'| \R\ G GF(3) and pij,k) * 0. Applying
(3.4) repeatedly we obtain

(3.5) \Mk + x - MJ + X\ = fi\Mk_j+2 - M2\

where jx is a nonzero element of GF(3) which depends upon k and/. In view
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of (3.2) we get

(3.6) \Mk+l - Mj+l\ ¥> 0.

Now the lemma follows from (3.2), (3.3), (3.6) and Theorem 2.1.

4. Let 11^ be the projective plane coordinatized by F(+, •) [4, p. 353], [6,

p. 45], [10, p. 31]. That is 11^ has points (c), (a,d), (oo) and lines [k], [m,b],

[oo] = Lx for a, b, c, d, k, m G Fand oo G F. Incidence in n^ is defined by

(x,y) G [m,b] if y = m ■ x + b and (x,y) G [k] if x = k. The plane IT^ may

also be considered as a six dimensional right vector space K(6,3) with three

dimensional subspaces of F(6,3) as lines and vectors of F(6,3) as points. The

line corresponding to the equation y = m ■ x, m G F, is given by the subspace

V(m) = {(a,b,c,d,e,f) | (a,b,c) G F, (d,e,f) = (a,b,c)M(m)}

where M(m) is the unique matrix in C corresponding to m G F. The line

x = 0 corresponds to the subspace

F(oo) = {(0,0,0,a,b,c)\(a,b,c) G F).

The lines y = m • x + b correspond to appropriate translates of V(m) for

m G F or m = oo. The group G0 of all collineations fixing (0,0,0) of n^

consists of all nonsingular linear transformations of F(6,3) which permute the

subspaces V(m) for m G F or m = oo among themselves [1, Satz 19], [12, p.

208].
We now show that T given in §3 is a collineation of n^, fixing the point

corresponding to zero vector in F(6,3). For convenience let the subspace V(m)

be denoted by Vk, where Mkis the unique matrix in Ccorresponding torn G F,

and F(oo) be denoted by Vx. It is clear that T is nonsingular. Since P is

nonsingular it is easy to see that V0T = Vx. Now

VXT = {(0,0,0,a,b,c) | (a,b,c) G GF(3)}T

= {(x,y,z,p,q,r) \ (x,y,z) = (a,b,c)Q

and (p,q,r) = (a,b,c)R, (a,b,c) G GF(3)}

= {(x,y,z,p,q,r) | (p,q,r) = (x,y,z)Q~]R

= (x,y,z)M2, (x,y,z) G 0^(3)}

= Vl-

Similarly, in view of relations

Mi+i = Q~XMrlP+ Q-*R    and    MQ = Q~x M21x P + Q~x R,

we obtain that VtT = Vk where k = i + 1 (mod 28) for 2 < i < 27. Apply-
ing T repeatedly we obtain that

VtTJ' = Vk   where k = i +j   (mod 28).

Thus {T} is a collineation group of n^ which permutes the lines through the
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origin transitively. The action of T restricted to the lines through the origin of

IIjv may be given by T: (0,1,2,3,..., 27) where x stands for the line Vx. Let

Hjv De the affine plane obtained from n^, by deleting the line containing the

ideal points.

Theorem 4.1.    The plane ttn is a non-Desarguesian flag transitive affine plane.

Proof. An examination of Table 3.1 reveals that the set C = {Mt\i = 0, 2

< i < 27} of matrices does not form a Galois field under matrix addition and

multiplication implying HN is non-Desarguesian [3, p. 230]. Thus irN is non-

Desarguesian. The rest of the theorem follows from the action of T restricted

to the lines of ttn through the origin.

Lemma 4.2. Any collineation ofTrN fixing V0, Vx, VX4, Vx5 and permuting the

other lines through the origin among themselves fixes V-j also.

Proof. Let S = (#£), where U, V, W, X are 3 X 3 matrices over GF\3), be

a matrix inducing a collineation of ttn fixing V0, Vx, VX4, Vxs and permuting the

other lines of ttn through the origin. Since S fixes V0 and Vx, S reduces to the

form (q x) where 0 is 3 X 3 zero matrix, and U and X are 3x3 nonsingular

matrices [9, Lemma 1.2]. Since 5 permutes the lines V(, 2 < i < 27, among

themselves, U and X must be such that for each Mt■ G C there must be a

Mj G C satisfying UMt = MjX,i # 0, 1,/ # 0, 1. Obviously, S fixes 1^ if and
only if UMj = MtX. Since S fixes MX4 and MX4 = /, the 3 X 3 unit matrix, we

get that U = X. But S fixes VX5 also so that UMX5 U~x = M15. An examination

of Table 3.1 shows that

Mj = A/14 + MX5 = I + A/15.

Then

UM1 U~x = UIU~X + UMX5 U~l =1+ Mx5 = Mj.

Thus S fixes Vj also. Hence, the lemma.

5. We give a brief description of the construction of Hering's affine plane

tth [7] and deduce some of its collineations in order to compare it with the

plane irN. Let 0 be 3 X 3 zero matrix. Let

(AX     0\ (°   2    °\ I1    °    »\
5 =   \ 0    A  )        wheTeAi = I 2   0   2 I,       A2 =     2   0   0 J,

^ 2' \1    0   0/ \0   2   0/

/2   0   0\ /l    0   0\

2?3 = I 2    1    0 1,       fi4 = (  1    2   0   ,

\2   2   2/ \2    1    1/

-(c2o) —(iH) C2=(!i,)
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Let L26 and L21 be three dimensional subspaces of F(6,3) defined by basis

vectors as

L26 = <(1,0,0,0,0,0), (0,1,0,0,0,0), (0,0,1,0,0,0)),
L21 = <(0,0,0,1,0,0),(0,0,0,0,1,0),(0,0,0,0,0,1)).

Let

L, = L26™',        0 < i < 12,    L13+, = L21rs\       0 < i < 12.

The incidence structure tth with L, (0 < i < 27) and their cosets in the

additive group of F(6,3) as lines and vectors of F(6,3) as points with inclusion

as incidence relation is the flag transitive plane of order 27 constructed by

Hering [7].

We will now show that s,h and r induce collineations on tth. It is easy to

verify that
L2gi = ^26 and ^27s = ^27 anc*

LtsJ = Lk where k = i +j (mod 13), 0 < / < 12, 0 < j < 12, and
^13+;^ = LX3+k where k = / + j (mod 13).

Thus s induces a collineation on trH the action of which restricted to lines

through the origin is given by 5: (26)(27)(0,1,2,..., 12)(13,14,... ,25). Here
(x) stands for line Lx.

In order to consider actions of h and r on trH we need the following relations

between generators r,h and s of the group G considered by Hering [7].

s13 = I,    h6 = r2 = 21,    r-lhr = h~l,

where / is the 6 X 6 unit matrix.

h~ sh = s ,    r    sr = .y~1ro-1.

For 1 < / < 12, r~ s'r can be computed according to the relations given by

Hering [7, p. 205].

It can be checked that

L2(,h = L2i'    Lnh = L26    and    E0h = L26rh = L2()h~xr = L21r = Ln.

Similarly, L13/i = L0.

Let 1 < i < 12. Then

L,h = L^rs'h = L^rhh^s'h = L26rhs4i

= L26h    rs ' = L21rs ' = LX3s ' = £i3+(4,modi3)-

Similarly, L13+,/i = L4,(modl3).
Thus it follows that h induces a collineation and its action restricted to the

lines of ith through origin is

h: (26,27), (0,13), (1,17,3,25,9,23), (2,21,6,24,5,20),

(4,16,12,22,10,14), (7,15,8,19,11,18).

The action of h2 restricted to the lines tth is given by
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h2: (26)(27)(0)(13)(1,3,9)(2,6,5)(4,12,10)(7,8,11)(14,16,22)

(15,19,18)(17,25,23)(20,21,24).

From the definition of L0 and L13 we get L26r = L0 and L2lr = L13. Since

r2 = 21, L0r = L26r2 = L2f). Similarly Lnr = L21. From r~lsr = sX2rsX2 it

follows that

L\r = L2brsr = L26r2r-Xsr = L26sx2rsx2 = Lx2.

Here we have used the facts that L26r2 = L26 and L2(ls' = L26 for any /'.

Similarly, using conjugates of s' by r and noting that h interchanges L26 and

L27, we may conclude that r induces a collineation and its action restricted to

the lines L, is

r. (0,26)(13,27)(1,12)(2,19)(3,4)(5,18)(6,15)(7,24)(8,21)(9,10)

(11,20)(14,25)(16,17)(22,23).

Theorem 5.1.   Any collineation of TrH that fixes L26 also fixes L21.

Proof. Let B be any collineation of mH fixing L26 and moving L21 to Lx,

0 < x < 12. Since ^ fixes L2() and is transitive on the lines Lt, 0 < /' < 12, we

may as well take B such that B fixes L26 and maps L21 onto L0. Then the action

of

B~xsB = (26)(0)(x0,x,,...,x12)(.y13,...,.y25),

where Lx. = LjB; Ly     = LX3+IB. Now two cases need to be considered.

Case (i). Suppose at least one number i, 0 < < < 12, and at least one

number/, 13 < / < 25, are contained in the set (x0,... ,x12}. Then obviously

Gx — (s,B~xsB/ fixes L26 and is transitive on the remaining lines through the

origin. Then <G, Gx > is doubly transitive on the lines of irH through the origin.

Case (ii). Suppose {x0,...,xI2} consists of the numbers (13,14,... ,25}.

Then the action of the restriction of r~x B~xsBr to the lines L, of irH through

the origin is given by

r-]B-xsBr: (26)(0)(z0,z,,... ,zx2)(aQ,ax,.. .,ax2)

where Lz. = T13+yr for some/, 0 < / < 12.

Since Lx9r — L2, Lxlr = LX6, LX3r = L21 we find that {z0,zx,... ,zX2]

contains 2,16 and 27. This implies that G2 = (s,r~xB~xsBr} fixes L26 and is

transitive on the remaining lines of irH through the origin. Here again, the

group (G, G2) is doubly transitive on the lines of tth through the origin.

Similarly we may conclude that the collineation group of ith is doubly

transitive on the lines of tth through the origin if B fixes L26 and maps L27 onto

L13.

Since the order 27 of tth is odd and 27 # 1 (mod 8), the double transitivity

implies that mH is Desarguesian [3, p. 217]. This is a contradiction since tth is

non-Desarguesian. From this contradiction the truth of lemma follows.

Definition 5.2. If every collineation of tth fixing a line Lx also fixes L , then

Ly is called a companion of Lx.
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Lemma 5.3.    Every line Lx ofirH through the origin has a unique companion.

Proof. By Theorem 5.1 any collineation that fixes L26 also fixes L27 and L27

is, therefore, a companion of L26. Since 5 fixes L26 and L27 and moves the

remaining lines through the origin, none of the lines through the origin other

than L21 can be a companion of L26. Thus L27 is the unique companion of L26.

From the transitivity of G on the lines L,, we get that every line Lx has a

unique companion Ly. We may also remark that if Ly is a companion of Lx

then Lx is a companion of Ly.

Lemma 5.4. tth has a collineation the restriction of which to the lines L, fixes

each line of any two pairs of companions and moves the remaining lines through

the origin.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 5.3, structure of h2 and s and the transitivity

of G on the lines L,.

Lemma 5.5. // ttn is Hering's plane, then the line Vk is the unique companion

of Vx where k = x + 14 (mod 28).

Proof. Suppose irN is Hering's plane. Then there is a collineation y whose

action restricted to the lines Vi is given by

y: (x)(y)(a0,ax,... ,ax2)(b0,bx,... ,bn)

where Vy is the unique companion of Vx. Then Ty~xyTx~y fixes Vx and Vj where

j = 2x — y (mod 28), moving the remaining lines. In view of Lemma 5.3, Vj

must be V. This is possible only when y = 2x — y (mod 28) which gives

2x = 2y (mod 28), since x ^ y. This implies y = x + 14 (mod 28).

Theorem 5.6.   77^ is not isomorphic to irH.

Proof. If 77^ is isomorphic to tth, then in view of Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 ,

irN has a collineation fixing V0, Vx4, Vx and If5 and moving the remaining lines

through the origin. But this is not possible by Lemma 4.2 . Hence ttn is not

isomorphic to tth .
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